This paper presents a novel VLSI architecture for high-speed data compressor designs which implement the well-known LZ77 algorithm. The architecture mainly consists of three units, namely content addressable memory, match logic, and output stage. The content address memory generates a set of hit signals which identify those positions whose symbols in a specified window are the same as input symbol. These hits signals are then passed to the match logic which determines one matched stream and its match length and location in the window to form the kernel of compressed data. These two items are then passed to the output stage for packetization before sent out. By trading off hardware complexity and compression ratio, 2KB window size and adjustable maximum match length are considered in our proto-type VLSI chip. Simulation results show that, based on a 0.8pm CMOS process technology, clock speed up to 5OMHz can be achieved. This implies that the developing data compressor chip can handle many real-life applications such as in video coding and high-speed data storage systems.
I Introduction
Since Lempel and Ziv [l] published the well-known LZ77 lossless data compression algorithm in 1977, many different versions have been developed. A good survey of these compression algorithms can be found in [2] . In principle, compression ratio, instead of algorithm complexity, is the major issue of these algorithms in the development phase. However when real-time requirements are demanded, tradeoff between algorithm complexity and achievable compression ratio has to be taken into account seriously. Fortunately, state-of-the-art VLSI technology offers great advantages in system integration to overcome such complexity. Some research reports on such hardware implementation can be found in the literature [3, 4, 5, 6] . Among these hardware solutions, different realization approaches have been exploited such as content addressable memory or CAM approach [3, 5] , array processor approach [4] , and RISC approach [6] .
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In this paper, we present a VLSI architecture for single chip implementation of a modified LZ77 algorithm. The architecture is achieved by exploiting partitioning and pipelining techniques based on the CAM approach. In Section 11, we first briefly describe the modified LZ77 algorithm and then put some efforts on selection of window size and maximum match length. The ASIC architecture will be discussed in detail in Section 111, where hierarchical design strategy as well as partitioning and pipelining techniques are exploited to improve clock speed. In Section IV, we present some evaluation data on the proposed architecture and provide some comparisons with those hardware solutions mentioned earlier.
I1 The Modified LZ77 Compression Algorithm
The LZ77 algorithm can be briefly illustrated as in Fig.l(a) which contains a window to buffer a certain amount of continuous symbols. For each input symbol, the hit signal will be propagated to next symbol for the purpose of stream matching. Then a codeword consisting of match length and start position will be sent out. However, in some cases when the matched stream is less than 2 symbols, we do not gain Content Addressable Memory Design compression ratio. Thus in our modified version of the LZ77 algorithm, we define that input stream will be replaced by codeword only when its match length is more than 1. Otherwise source symbol together with an identification (ID) will be sent. This is shown in Fig. l(b The functional block diagram is shown in Fig.3 . It mainly consists of three blocks. The content addressable memory (CAM) acts as a dynamic moving window to partially store previous symbols, and in the mean time, to output hit signals indicating those locations whose symbols are identical to current input symbol. These hits signals are then passed to the match logic (ML) to produce three output information such as match length, physical position, and synchronization. These information items together with the current input symbol are then processed at the output stage (OS) to produce compressed data which will be sent out. In the following, we first discuss the details of each block and then present some strategy to overcome critical path so that clock speed can be enhanced.
Mach Logic

Fig.3 Block diagram of the LZ77 encoder
The basic structure of this unit is given in Fig.4 . Since only the hit signal is needed, each CAM bit-cell can be realized on 9 transistors [7] . However, the address generation for the CAM should be taken into account to optimize area and timing. For encoding purpose, input symbols are cyclically stored and then compared. This implies that ring counter can be exploited. For decoding purpose, start position should be first determined from received compressed data and cannot be produced efficiently by the ring counter. Thus random access address generator is proposed here. 
Matching Logic Design
The ML can further be partitioned into 3 sub-units as shown in Fig.5 .
Match Cells These cells are designed to (1) detect the hit signals between input sequences and windowed symbols and to (2) conditionally propagate hit signal for stream matching. A unit match cell is shown in Fig.6 . It consists of 2 delay elements, one multiplexer, and one AND gate. The top delay element can be preset in the initial phase to indicate that all windowed symbols are candidates. Then this delay element continuously reports the match signal from left match cell to indicate the match permission of current match cell. The bottom delay element stores the hit signal from left cell and is needed only when maximum match length is detected or not any match signals are asserted (i.e. no more longer streams are detected). The selection is governed by the mode control signal.
Length Generator This sub-unit is designed to (1) calculate the match length, (2) limit the maximum match length in stream matching, and (3) generate a sync signal to inform the output stage unit to accept the produced data.
The match signals are first ORed to detect if the global match signal exists for current input symbol. This signal is to produce mode and sync signals as well as to control length counter for calculating matched stream length. Also, the accumulated length is compared with a adjustable maximum length to generate the sync signal. Detailed structure of this sub-unit is given in Fig.7 . 
Priority Generator
This sub-unit is to generate the physical address of matched stream. Since multiple match signals may appear simultaneously at match cells, and only one match is needed to produce the corresponding address in the CAM, we use priority generation scheme [8] to reach this goal. That is match signal from the low-order address has high priority than those from the high-order addresses.
Output Stage Design
This circuit is to packetize the compressed data according to the sync signal. To improve the compression ratio, the match length and start position will be assembled only when the match length is greater than 2. Otherwise input symbols together with an ID code will be assembled. In our design, start address is to be sent out and can be calculated by subtracting length from physical address.
Strategy to Improve Clock Speed
We first locate the critical path of the architecture design and then use partitioning and pipelining strategies to improve speed. The critical path can be identified from CAM, ML, and to OS. Since the window size d 2 K B is selected to store symbols, it is necessary to partition the memory into a 64 by 32 structure as shown in Fig.8 . Here each row contains 32 symbols whose output match signals are then ORed to generate a row match signal. These 64 row match signals are again ORed to generate the final match signal exploited by other units. In the meantime, these 64 row match signals are sent to a row priority generator and encoder to produce the row address of the matched position. Also the output from the row priority generator is sent to a tri-state buffer which selects a matched row whose 32 match signals are sent to the column priority generator to generate the column address as shown in Fig.8(b) . After this row-column partitioning, we find that the speed can be improved. In addition, the layout becomes more feasible in physical design.
To Column P.G. We then consider the iterative bound in order to insert pipeline register. As above-mentioned, the longest path is from CAM, ML, to OS. However, the recursive loop is only detected from CAM to ML which continuously determines the match signals. Since the detection of these matched streams are sequential and cannot be partitioned separately, pipeline insertion does not improve throughput rate. Also we have partitioned the CAM into a 64 by 32 memory structure so that timing constraints can be encountered. To enhance the clock speed, we can insert pipeline section at both row and column priority generation blocks' as shown in Fig.8 . Here pipeline registers are inserted at the output of row priority generator. In addition, a set of tri-state buffers are added at each row to select the matched row for column address generation. Then these selected match signals are pipelined at the input of the column priority generator. According to this arrangement, only 64+32 pipeline registers are needed. If we distribute pipeline registers in another way, say inserted at the input of row priority generator, then 64x 32+64 pipeline registers are needed. Although the latter arrangement does outperform the former in speed by 5%, its hardware overhead of pipeline registers are 22 times more than that of the former. By trading off area cost and speed, the former arrangement is used in our design.
Decoding Process
Although the above mentioned architecture is derived for encoding purpose, it can also be used for decoding. When compressed data are to be decoded, it first checks the ID code and then performs decompression. When the received ID is "l", its followed data are source symbols and can be sent out and stored in the CAM simultaneously. On the other hand, if the ID is "O", source symbols can be obtained from the CAM by decomposing the codeword into start address and match length. Note that symbols have to be read from the CAM, therefore sense amplifier is needed to improve access time.
IV Evaluation and Discussions
Here we give some comparison data in terms of speed and compression capability with those available hardware solutions mentioned in the Introduction. In [4], a systolic array is proposed to obtain speed and throughput. However, some idle cycles can be allocated in processor elements during coding, leading to much hardware overhead. Also the achievable compression ratio for real-life applications is questionable because the limit of the number of processor elements. In [6] , a RISC architecture is proposed. However sample rate can only be up to a few hundreds of Kbytes per second, which cannot meet high-speed requirements. In [3, 5] , the CAM approach is exploited. However, the compression ratio in [3] is very low due to the limit of CAM size. The architecture proposed in [5] needs one extra cycle to load input stream from buffer into CAM, when the compression ratio is not memtioned.
In terms of speed, our proposed architecture can reach S O M H z , which also implies that data rate up to SOMSamples/s can be handled. This is sufficiently high for current applications with large volumes of data. In other words, our solution can achieve the highest throughput among the mentioned solutions. This is the first feature of our design. The achievable compression ratio lies in the range of [1.5 .. 3.01, which is competitive with the others.
However, it should be mentioned here that our architecture can be reconfigured by adjustable maximum match length off chip. This is the second feature of our design.
The complete design is shown in Fig.9 . The core area is 6.4mmx6.5mm, based on a 0.8pm CMOS double metal technology.
V Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented an ASIC architecture for high-throughput data compressor design using the content addressable memory. By trading off algorithm complexity and compression ratio, an optimum set for window size and match length can be determined. Then by means of design hierarchy, we obtain an efficient VLSI architecture and then achieve high-speed by exploiting partitioning and pipelining. A proto-type chip for high-speed data storage applications has been completed based on he approach presented in this paper. Fig.9 Chipplot of the LZ77 data compressor
